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Abstract—In basketball games, a play is a set of movements taken 

by a team to create advantageous field positioning and scoring 

opportunities. Automated play analysis in basketball is made 

more difficult by challenges such as court regions with multiple 

color zones, as well as variable camera angle and location. Using 

clips of NBA and NCAA broadcast basketball, this paper outlines 

a player detection system, including team classification and 

tracking over time. The player motion data is then visualized on a 

2-D playing field grid, allowing users to easily analyze the role of 

each team member during the play. The proposed system is 

capable of detecting the court region, important field points such 

as the corners of the key and paint, and extracting players within 

that region. The movement of the players is tracked by 

aggregating player location data between video frames and using 

prediction and smoothing filters. The tracking system is robust to 

small movements of the camera in a half-court view setting. 

Experimental results show good performance for multiple sample 

videos; applications and future additions are proposed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Motivation 

Since the introduction of film to competitive sports, sports 
coaches have used video footage of recorded games in order to 
analyze efficacy of plays run by their team, or to strategize 
against plays run by opposing teams. To accomplish this, 
coaching staff often manually track players and annotate 
player positions throughout a video. With the ever increasing 
quantity of available recordings, this process can become 
highly time consuming. In addition, broadcast sports games 
are often shot at an angle above the court which makes it 
difficult to determine the true position of a player in any given 
play. Although there have been a considerable amount of 
research for play annotation in sports such as tennis and 
soccer, the additional challenges in basketball relating to the 
varied patterns on the playing field, movement of the camera 
during half-court views has motivated us to create a system for 
analyzing plays in basketball film. 

B. Related Work 

Hu et Al. [1] developed an algorithm for the same problem 
in international basketball games. This provided a strong base 
framework to improve upon. Xing et Al. [2] describes motion 
tracking by dual mode two-way Bayesian inference. Tomita et 
Al. [3] and Fu et Al. [4] provide some inspiration for further 
strategic application of the data obtained from plays such as 
screen analysis. 

C. Areas of Development 

In order to provide a holistic view of any given play during 
a basketball game, we propose a method of tracking multiple 
players over a short video of the half court view, and 
translating each detected player's position from the angled 
camera view to a 2-D, top down position on a half court 
template. 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 

 

Figure 1.  Block Diagram of Player Detection and Tracking 

III. CREATING BINARY MASKS OF PLAYER AND COURT 

REGIONS 

 

A. Detect Court and Paint Pixels 

 

The first step of our system uses a predefined range of 
values that correspond to the ycbcr paint and court pixel values 
in the image. Using these ranges, we create a binary mask 
using the paint and court regions as the foreground contrasted 
with non-court regions in the background. This background 
region includes both the players and some erroneous artifacts 
and audience members in the stands (Figure 2), which are later 
filtered out. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Image of all pixels matching the court color.   

B. Court Line Detection 

To create a mask of the playing field we must detect the 
lines corresponding to the court region. Using our court mask 
derived from the ycbcr filtering, we perform a canny edge 
detection followed by a hough transform. After finding a large 
number of peaks, we filter the lines based on their theta values, 
looking for two lines that are generally horizontal and one 
vertical line. With these lines we create a mask of the playing 
field, allowing us to more easily separate players from the 
artifacts in the crowd. 

Figure 3.  Image after canny edge detection. 

C. Creating Player Mask 

The final mask required for player detection is a binary 
image of the players. This is found by first subtracting the court 
pixels mask with the playing field mask, yielding a binary 
image revealing the objects on the playing field. In order to 
determine which objects are players, we remove the noise 
using area and solidity region filtering. 

 

Figure 4.  Image of players before filtering. 

 

D.  Detecting Player Positions 

With a reduced noise binary mask of the players, we dilate 
the image in order to expand the area to search for players’ 
jerseys. We then translate the image into hsv space for player 
detection. In the hsv color space, we pay special attention to the 
saturation and brightness values because they generally show 
the greatest difference between team colors. Given the color of 
the players’ jerseys, we use these values to identify the players 
and their respective teams. After this step we determine the 
centroid of each player region, yielding the players position. 

 

Figure 5.  Player positions for an Oklahoma City Game 

 

E. Forming the Homography Matrix 

To translate each player's centroid to an overhead half-court 
position, we compute a homography matrix by relating the 
corners of the paint in both the original frame and the half-
court template as in Hu et al. [1]. First, we searched for the 
corners of the key based detecting intersections of lines within 
the court mask. Then, using these corners as four points of 
reference, we solved for an affine transform from frame to 
template. 



 

For detecting the half-court position, we considered court 
line detection. Hu et al. [1] suggests white pixel detection to 
mask the basketball court lines.  While the method works for 
large fields such as tennis or soccer video, we found this 
method impractical for our purposes. In general, court lines 
will not be reliably white due to court specific color schemes in 
college and professional basketball games. However, we find 
the base lines and the horizontal lines bounding the key in the 
Court Line Detection step. We noticed that the region near the 
free throw line would often be painted. By finding the edge of 
the painted region, we find the free throw line to use with the 
three other court lines found in Court Line Detection. 

To find the correlation of a point in a frame to a point on 
the court template, we calculate the homography matrix by 
assuming it is an affine transformation. While Hu et al. [1] 
suggests solving for the rotation and translation vectors by the 
4 key corners, we solve for the homography matrix by linear 
model fitting: 

KEY_F = 4 x 3 matrix of corner points of key in a frame 

 where a row = [x_corner y_corner 1] 

KEY_T = 4 x 2 matrix of corner points of key in the 

 template 

H = Homography matrix 

 

H = PSEUDOINVERSE(KEY_F)*KEY_T 

As we run through a video, we update the homography 
matrix for each frame when possible to keep accuracy. 

F. Tracking Player Motion Between Frames 

Once players are detected, they must be tracked through 
several seconds of film and many frames. This is often 
challenging because players on the same team often wear the 
same color jerseys. In addition, players of either team may 
occlude one another from the camera entirely. Once players of 
interest are detected in the first frame, we “lock” on to each 
player using a best effort prediction algorithm as follows. 

Predictive Player Tracking: 

Player location at T = x, y 

Player x velocity = x(T)-x(T-1) 

Player y velocity = y(T)-y(T-1) 

Player speed = sqrt(x_velocity^2+y_velocity^2) 

FOR each new location = x_n, y_n 

 dist = euclidean distance from new – old 

END 

 c_dist = closest distance 

 nc = index of closest distance   

IF c_dist <= NATURAL MOVEMENT 

 New player location = new location x_nc,y_nc 

ELSE if c_dist <= DISTANCE of OCCLUSION 

 New player location = old location + speed in  
  direction of new location x_nc, y_nc 

ELSE no centroid is near the location 

 New player location = old x + x velocity, old y + y  
  velocity 

END 

 

The algorithm accounts for sudden occlusion from the 
same team by not allowing the two players to merge, but each 
advances slightly closer to the combined point. It accounts for 
occlusion from opposing teams by advancing the hidden 
player by his velocity in the previous frame. After a location is 
retrieved for each frame, a smoothing filter of length 50 is 
applied to reduce the centroid measurement noise caused by 
sources such a player’s upper body movements. 

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

Our system was applied to various clips from 2 games, 
Oregon vs. Washington and Ohio vs. Syracuse during the 2011 
NCAA tournament, recorded in 720p HD quality. 

The following figures show that the court region and the 

paint lines are correctly detected. 

Figure 6.  Court lines correctly detected using hough transform 

In Fig. 7, we see that players are able to be detected and 
split into their respective teams. Also, we notice that players at 
the very top of the court region are not detected. 

 



 

 

Figure 7.  Player centroids detected and classified by team 

From the Ohio video, all players within the court region are 
correctly detected in 67 out of 105 frames. In the Oregon video, 
players within the court region are correctly detected in 44 out 
of 86 frames. The reduction in detection rate is due to the 
higher amount of occlusion in the clip. 

Using our tracking algorithm on the Ohio State vs. 
Syracuse game, we see that player trajectories are accurate for 
all players detected in the first frame except for one. One of the 
Syracuse players overlaps with another and the two merge into 
one trajectory. Additionally the homography matrix that is 
responsible for translating the players 3D coordinates to 2D 
coordinates is slightly less accurate the further a player is from 
the key and assumes that players’ centroids are directly on the 
floor. For this reason, the trajectories of players are frequently 
distorted as the number of frames in a given video increases. In 
the Oregon vs. Washington game, we met with the best results 
using frames 1 to 85 and frames 16 to 120 for the Ohio vs. 
Syracuse game. 

 

Figure 8.  Diagram of player motion during the Ohio State game 

 

 

V. FUTURE WORK 

There are several points of improvement to particular 
processes of our algorithm. While we emphasized accuracy 
over run time, we could optimize the speed of our algorithm by 
reducing the number of instances where homography matrix is 
calculated. The number of homography computations can be 
reduced to only changes with the camera pan and zoom of 
noticeable change. The homography calculation time could 
also be reduced by optimizing our key detection methods to 
more quickly decide if the key is found or not. 

For player and court detection, we could look into a fully 
automated court region detection through dominant value 
histogram analysis [5]. We attempted to use a k means 
clustering algorithm to extract dominant values for the court, 
but the differences in lightning and variance across different 
courts made it unreliable. 

In addition, better techniques can be used to track players 
when they are occluded by players of their own team. The 
current method will split the players correctly when they are 
passing by each other, but merges the players when they are 
moving in the same direction 

Further work can include modification to cover different 
sports. Specialized applications can also be developed, for 
example, using player tracking data to detect specific types of 
plays such as screens and picks. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We proposed an algorithm that tracks players in basketball 

video and reproduces it for play analysis purposes. Our 

implementation tracks players accurately despite player 

occlusion, changes in camera orientation and lighting 

differences. Although our algorithm is only a partial step 

towards automated player tracking, we developed a strong 

basis for future work. 
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Michael - Detecting Court and Players, Filtering and Determining Player Positions 

 

John - Homography Matrix Calculation, Paper Formatting 
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